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Isotope-selective photoionization for calcium ion trapping
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We present studies of resonance-enhanced photoionization for isotope-selective loading of Ca1 into a Paul
trap. The 4s2 1S0↔4s4p 1P1 transition of neutral calcium is driven by a 423 nm laser and the atoms are
photoionized by a second laser at 389 nm. Isotope selectivity is achieved by using crossed atomic and laser
beams to reduce the Doppler width significantly below the isotope shifts in the 423 nm transition. The loading
rate of ions into the trap is studied under a range of experimental parameters for the abundant isotope40Ca1.
Using the fluorescence of the atomic beam at 423 nm as a measure of the Ca number density, we estimate a
lower limit for the absolute photoionization cross section of 170~60! Mb. We achieve loading and laser cooling
of all the naturally occurring isotopes, without the need for enriched sources. Laser heating/cooling is observed
to enhance the isotope selectivity. In the case of the rare species43Ca1 and46Ca1, which have not previously
been laser cooled, the loading is not fully isotope selective, but we show that pure crystals of43Ca1 may
nevertheless be obtained. We find that for loading40Ca1 the 389 nm laser may be replaced by an incoherent
source.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.69.012711 PACS number~s!: 32.80.Fb, 32.80.Rm, 32.80.Pj
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I. INTRODUCTION

Resonance-enhanced photoionization for loading ion tr
was first demonstrated with magnesium and calcium ions
Kjaergaardet al. @1#. The same group has recently us
crossed-beam Doppler-free excitation of the 272
4s2 1S0↔4s5p 1P1 calcium transition, followed by photo
ionization, to load selectively all the naturally occurring is
topes of this element; the loading was not observed dire
but by using charge exchange to infer the presence of
other isotopes from the fluorescence of laser-cooled40Ca1

ions which replaced them@2#. Guldeet al. showed that, us-
ing the 4s2 1S0↔4s4p 1P1 Ca transition at 423 nm, fol-
lowed by excitation close to the continuum by an ultravio
photon, photoionization is around five orders of magnitu
more efficient than conventional electron bombardment i
ization @3#.

As pointed out by these authors, photoionization ha
number of advantages over electron bombardment. Only
desired species is loaded into the ion trap, allowing p
crystals of particular isotopes to be obtained. Since no e
tron beam is involved, there is no charging of insulating pa
of the trap structure, which leads to drifting electric fiel
that for many experiments must be accurately compensa
The efficiency of the photoionization process allows mu
lower number densities of neutral atoms in the interact
region, greatly reducing the quantities of material sputte
onto the trap electrodes; it has been shown that clean e
trode surfaces reduce the heating rate of trapped ions f
the motional ground state@4#, an important consideration fo
quantum logic experiments in ion traps. For experiments
which high-finesse optical cavities are combined with i
traps, the lower atomic beam density reduces the degrada
of the mirror surfaces and can avoid the need for a sepa
‘‘loading trap’’ @5,6#.

Our particular interest lies in using43Ca1 as an ion qubit
1050-2947/2004/69~1!/012711~13!/$22.50 69 0127
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in quantum logic experiments@7#. This ion has a number o
advantages as a qubit@8,9#; it is also an attractive candidat
for a trapped ion optical frequency standard@10,11#. The
most obvious difficulty in working with43Ca1 is its low
natural abundance of 0.135%. In this paper we describe
development of a photoionization system capable of load
43Ca1 into a Paul trap from a natural abundance sour
~Isotopically enriched sources are available, although
maximum enrichment of;80%@12# means that it would still
be advantageous to use an isotope-selective method for
able loading of this isotope.!

We describe the crossed atomic and laser beam setu
excitation of the 423 nm 4s2 1S0↔4s4p 1P1 transition with
a Doppler width narrow compared with the isotope shif
Spectroscopy of the atomic beam is used to ensure tha
intensity of the 423 nm laser is below saturation~to avoid
reducing the isotope selectivity of this step by power bro
ening!, and also to estimate the number density of atoms
the beam. Photoionization from the 4s4p 1P1 level is
achieved by a 389 nm photon; since we expect the photo
ization cross section to be only weakly dependent on
photon energy, we use a nonstabilized diode laser for
step. We study the photoionization trap loading rate a
function of the power and detuning of the 423 nm laser, a
as a function of the power of the 389 nm laser. We find t
the 389 nm laser photoionizes equivalently above or be
lasing threshold, and that it can be replaced by a m
cheaper incoherent source if high photoionization rates
not required. We estimate the absolute photoionization lo
ing efficiency and compare it with that for electron bomba
ment ionization in our apparatus.

The sensitivity of the loading rate as a function of the 4
nm detuning determines the isotope selectivity which can
attained. However, for very rare species with mass num
X, a practical limitation is the rate at which charge exchan
replaces the desired, trapped, speciesXCa1 by the abundant
©2004 The American Physical Society11-1
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FIG. 1. Energy levels of interest in43Ca ~for photoionization! and 43Ca1 ~for laser cooling!, with hyperfine levels labeled by the tota
angular momentumF. The nuclear spin isI 57/2. The largest hyperfine splitting in each term is indicated in megahertz; the le
approximately conform to an interval rule@15,16#. Diagrams for the even isotopes are the same but with no hyperfine structure.~a! 43Ca: the
lifetime of the 4s4p 1P1 level is 4.49~4! ns @17# and the natural linewidth of the 423 nm transition 35.4~3! MHz. Photoionization from the
4s4p 1P1 level requires a photon of wavelength less than 389.8 nm.~b! 43Ca1: the natural widths of the ultraviolet transitions a
approximately 23 MHz, the lifetimes of the metastableD levels about 1.2s@18#. Inset: Positions of the hyperfine components of the 393
and 397 nm transitions~solid lines, labeled withF lower :Fupper) and the isotope shifts of the even isotopes~dotted lines, labeled with the mas
number!, as a function of detuningD relative to40Ca1. The isotope shifts in the infrared transitions~similar in all three transitions! are also
shown, without the hyperfine details for43Ca1; note the change of scale.
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40Ca issuing from the oven. We demonstrate loading of
the naturally occurring isotopes, including43Ca1 and the
0.004% abundant46Ca1. The limited isotope selectivity at
tainable for these two rare species means that some for
‘‘purification’’ of the ions loaded is necessary@13,14#; in the
case of43Ca1 we show that this is possible with no loss
the desired species. Hence it should be possible to load
trarily large crystals of this important ion.

Level diagrams for43Ca and43Ca1, showing the energy
levels and transitions relevant to these experiments,
shown in Fig. 1. Isotope shifts in the six transitions sho
are summarized in Table I, together with the abundance
the six naturally occurring isotopes.

II. APPARATUS

A. Ion trap

The apparatus consists of a linear radio-frequency~rf, 6.2
MHz! Paul trap in an ultrahigh-vacuum system~background
01271
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pressure,2310211 torr), with diode laser systems availab
to drive all the transitions shown in Fig. 1. Details of the tr
are given in@18#. Typical axial and radial frequencies used
the present experiments are 170 kHz and 500 kHz, res
tively. Auxiliary dc electrodes are used to compensate st
electric fields to the level of about 1 V/m using a photon
correlation technique applied to the fluorescence from
single trapped ion@21#. A magnetic field of;3 G is applied
to prevent optical pumping into magnetic substates@11#.

B. Lasers

The lasers are all of the external-cavity grating-stabiliz
Littrow design, except the 389 nm laser which has no grat
stabilization. The blue and ultraviolet laser diodes are
GaN devices, the infrared ones GaAlAs. The gratin
stabilized lasers may be locked to tunable, stabilized, opt
cavities to reduce linewidths and medium-term frequen
drift below 5 MHz. The laser frequencies are set with
about 100 MHz of the ionic transitions with wave mete
1-2
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TABLE I. Abundances of the naturally occurring calcium isotopes@19#, and isotope shifts for Ca and Ca1

transitions relevant to this work. Shifts in the 423 nm transition are taken from@16#; uncertainties quoted are
below 1 MHz. Shifts in the ultraviolet Ca1 transitions were measured in@20#; we quote the~more accurate!
measurements for the 397 nm transition: the shifts at 393 nm are all consistent with these. Shifts
infrared transitions are from@15#; the data given are for the 854 nm transition, which are again consis
with those for the other two lines. For the odd isotope, the shift of the center of gravity~c.g.! of the hyperfine
components of each transition is given; note that in the Ca1 S-P lines, the hyperfine structure is significant
larger than the isotope shift, Fig. 1~b!.

Mass
number

Natural
abundance

Isotope shifts~MHz!

Ca 1S0- 1P1

423 nm
Ca1 S-P

397 nm@393 nm#
Ca1 D-P

854 nm@850, 866 nm#

40 96.9% 0 0 0
42 0.647% 394 425~6! 22350~4!

43 ~c.g.! 0.135% 612 688~17! 23465~4!

44 2.09% 774 842~3! 24495~4!

46 0.004% 1160 1287~4! 26478~8!

48 0.187% 1513 1696~6! 28288~7!
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Doppler-free saturated absorption spectroscopy in a calc
hollow cathode is used to monitor the 423 nm laser f
quency relative to the 4s2 1S0↔4s4p 1P1 atomic transition.
The vacuum wavelength of the 389 nm free-running la
was measured using a grating spectrograph to be 388~1!
nm at 20 °C~with negligible dependence on drive curren!;
above lasing threshold, the spectral width is expected to
&100 MHz, below threshold;3 nm. For convenience o
alignment, the 423 nm and 389 nm laser beams are b
injected into the same single-mode optical fiber to transp
them to the trap; this ensures that the beams are well o
lapped in the interaction region, which is centered on
trap. The transmission of the fiber is;30% at 423 nm and
;10% at 389 nm. The maximum intensities at the cente
these beams are;50 mW/mm2 at 423 nm and;5 mW/mm2

at 389 nm, and they are linearly polarized at right angles
each other. Typical intensities of the cooling lasers at the
are 10 mW/mm2 at 397 nm; 20 mW/mm2 at 393 nm; 6
mW/mm2 at 866 nm; 200 mW/mm2 at 854 nm; 650
mW/mm2 at 850 nm. These intensities are based on the m
sured spot sizes for the various beams, which range from
to 300mm.

C. Detection system

Fluorescence from the interaction region at 423 nm a
397 nm acts as a diagnostic of neutral calcium and calc
ions, respectively. The trap region is imaged by a compo
lens onto an aperture to reject scattered light; further len
reimage the trap, via a violet filter, onto a photomultipli
~PMT!. A movable beam splitter allows a portion of the lig
to be directed to a charge-coupled device~CCD! camera; the
camera is used to detect the presence of nonfluorescing
in the trap~revealed as ‘‘gaps’’ in an otherwise regular cry
tal!, and to check whether the ions form a cold crystal o
hot cloud. The net detection efficiency of the PMT syste
including the solid angle subtended by the lens and the qu
tum efficiency of the PMT, was measured to be 0.13~2!% at
397 nm; the photon count rate observed from a single, c
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40Ca1 ion under conditions of near saturation is consist
with this figure. The net detection efficiency at 423 nm
h50.15(3)%.

The discriminated pulses from the PMT are counted
rectly by 10 MHz on-board counters in the computer whi
controls the experiment; two alternately gated counters
used to eliminate read-out delay. For the large peak pho
counting rates encountered in studies of the 423 nm fluo
cence ~up to ;106 s21), we correct the measured PM
count rate S8 for the maximum counting rateSmax
510 MHz, assumingS!Smax, to obtain the true count rate
S'S8/(12S8/Smax).

D. Calcium beam

The calcium source consists of an oven made from st
less steel tube~diameter 2 mm, wall thickness 0.1 mm! filled
with granules of calcium metal, closed by crimping at ea
end, and with an orifice~estimated area;1 mm2! filed in the
side facing toward the trap. The oven is heated by passin
current~between 3 A and 6 A! along its length, which pro-
duces a beam of calcium atoms directed toward the t
Estimated oven temperatures are in the range 500–65
depending on the current used~Sec. III C!.

The oven is situated 22~2! mm from the center of the trap
The atomic beam is collimated by the rf trap electrodes to
effective aperture of lengthl 51.7(1) mm along the direc-
tion of the 423 nm/389 nm laser beams. However, the de
tion system images only a limited length of the interacti
region ~inset of Fig. 2!, so the effective aperture for obse
vation of the 423 nm fluorescence is reduced tol 8
50.44(4) mm. Since the oven orifice is of comparable
mensions tol, l 8, the angular divergence of the beam
somewhat larger than these distances would otherwise im

III. SPECTROSCOPY OF THE ATOMIC BEAM

We describe in this section spectroscopy of the 423
transition, using the calcium atomic beam from the oven.
1-3
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optimal isotope selectivity in the photoionization loading, t
narrowest possible linewidth of this transition is require
Ideally the linewidth should be small compared with the is
tope shifts~Table I!, with the lower limit being set by the
35.4~3! MHz natural width. Other contributions to the hom
geneous width include power broadening~saturation!,
transit-time broadening, and laser linewidth. Collision
broadening is entirely negligible at the low number densit
involved here. The inhomogeneous broadening~Doppler
width! is determined by the oven temperature, the collim
tion angle of the atomic beam, and the angle between
laser beam and the atomic beam.

For orthogonal beams, the velocity distribution appro

FIG. 2. ~a! Fluorescence spectrum from the atomic beam at
oven current of 5.0 A and a laser power below saturation,P423

;6 mW. The laser was locked to a tunable, stabilized, optical c
ity to minimize drift during the scan; the frequency scale was
termined using a second, confocal, cavity~600 MHz free spectral
range!. The best-fit Voigt profile is shown~solid line!, where the
amplitude, linear baseline, frequency offset, and Lorentzian
Gaussian widths were all floated simultaneously. The total FWH
is 76 MHz. The abundances, isotope shifts and hyperfine splitt
were given the known values@16,19#. Right inset: Magnification of
the region containing the three hyperfine components of43Ca,
whose expected positions are indicated. The dashed line show
best fit when the43Ca components are omitted from the theoreti
profile. The largest contribution to the signal by43Ca is about 22%
of the total signal above background. Left inset: Fluorescenc
40Ca line center from the interaction region, as observed on
CCD camera. The imaging system aperture limits the length of
423 nm beam observed to 0.44~4! mm. ~b! Simultaneous Doppler-
free saturated absorption signal from the hollow cathode la
logarithmic transmission is shown. The Doppler-free pe
(FWHM;170 MHz) is superimposed on the Doppler-broaden
background (FWHM;2.2 GHz, dashed curve!, and is centered
within 10 MHz of the 40Ca fluorescence peak. Peaks due to
other isotopes are too small to be visible.
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mates to a Gaussian whose width compared with that in
oven is determined by the collimation geometry and the o
orifice ~@22#, Sec. 10.1!. For nonorthogonal beams, the v
locity distribution broadens and becomes asymmetric, res
ing in a broadening and shift when it is convolved with t
homogeneous profile.

A. Alignment of the crossed beams

To ensure orthogonal alignment of the laser and ato
beams, we minimize the width of the 423 nm fluorescen
spectrum as a function of the angle between the beams.
power of the 423 nm laserP423 is set safely below the satu
ration level for maximum sensitivity~see next section!. A
fluorescence spectrum with the alignment optimized
shown in Fig. 2, together with a simultaneously acquir
Doppler-free hollow cathode spectrum. From several s
spectra we find that the offset between the40Ca fluorescence
peak and the hollow cathode saturated-absorption peak
most 10 MHz~after accounting for a pressure redshift of u
to 13 MHz in the hollow cathode lamp due to 6 torr of ne
buffer gas@23#!. This indicates a beam misalignment of
most;12 mrad.

The fitted Voigt profile shown has Lorentzian full width a
half maximum~FWHM! 39 MHz and Gaussian FWHM 52
MHz. The transit-time broadening is estimated from t
measured laser spot size and the approximate atomic velo
~Sec. III C! to be 2~1! MHz. The laser linewidth estimated
from the error signal when the laser is locked to a stabiliz
reference cavity is 4~1! MHz. The Gaussian width is consis
tent with the collimation aperturel 850.44(4) mm and the
estimated oven temperatureT;610 K if we model the oven
as an extended source of size;1 mm.

B. Saturation broadening

It is important to avoid saturation broadening of the 4
nm transition. Since it is difficult to estimate absolute inte
sities accurately, and the atomic response is averaged
the laser beam profile, we studied the saturation of the tr
sition empirically, by varying the laser power. Results, o
tained after alignment of the crossed beams, are show
Fig. 3. Saturation effects begin, in both the peak fluoresce
and the Lorentzian linewidth, above a laser power of ab
10 mW.

The photoionization rate will increase as the population
the 4s4p 1P1 state, i.e., linearly until saturation sets i
Since the atomic beam is much larger than the laser be
however, the total number of atoms in the upper state w
continue to increase even well above saturation, altho
more slowly with increasing power. The isotope selectiv
will decrease roughly as the square of the Lorentzian li
width, for fixed Gaussian width~the wings of the Voigt pro-
file are determined overwhelmingly by the Lorentzian co
ponent, for the Gaussian width involved here!. To maximize
the photoionization rate without sacrificing isotope select
ity, we work at powers in the range 5–15mW for photoion-
ization loading.

Specifically, the fractional population of the 4s4p 1P1
MJ50 upper state as a function of detuningD423 at l
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5423 nm is, for linearly polarized laser light of intensityI,

n4s4p~D423!5

3

2
IAb

~2pD423!
21b213IAb

, ~1!

where A is the Einstein coefficient for the transition (A
52.233108 s21; the weak decay route to 4s3d 1D2 may be
neglected since the calculated lifetime against this decay@17#
is long compared to the transit time across the laser bea!,
b5(2pGL1A)/2 with GL the laser linewidth, the intensity
is measured in units of a saturation intensityI sat
52phcA/l3, andD423, GL are in units of Hz. This expres
sion must be integrated over the spatial profile of the la
beam to obtain the expected signal from the atomic be
the resulting homogeneous FWHM, assuming a circu
Gaussian beam and a laser linewidthGL54 MHz, is plotted
in Fig. 3~b!.

FIG. 3. Fluorescence and Lorentzian linewidth on the 423
transition, as a function of laser powerP423, obtained from fitting
423 nm spectra with Voigt profiles~whose Gaussian width wa
fixed at 51 MHz!. The oven current was 4.25 A. The vertical dash
lines indicate the power at which the intensity at the center o
beam with 100 mm spot size reachesI sat52phcA/l3

53.68 mW/mm2. ~a! Peak~corrected! PMT count rate above back
ground on the40Ca component. A straight line (y}x) is fitted to the
data forP423,10mW; the onset of saturation is visible as the si
nal drops below this line at high powers.~b! Analyzed Lorentzian
FWHM for the same data. The linewidth starts to increase
power above about 10mW. The horizontal dashed line indicates th
35 MHz natural linewidth. The curve shows the expected homo
neous FWHM, obtained by averaging the atomic response ov
circular Gaussian beam with 100mm spot size and assuming a
MHz laser linewidth.
01271
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C. Number density and temperature in the atomic beam

We can use the peak40Ca fluorescence at 423 nm to d
duce the number density of calcium atoms in the atom
beam, using the known line strength and the measured p
ton collection efficiency. This in turn permits an estimate
the absolute photoionization loading efficiency. By meas
ing the number density as a function of oven current we
also compare the efficiency of photoionization trap load
with the electron bombardment method~which have similar
loading rates at very different oven currents!.

The peak fluorescence as a function of oven curren
shown in Fig. 4~a!. The laser power was set below saturatio
and under these conditions the peak corrected photon c
rate S is related to the number densityN of atoms in the
ground state by

S5
3l3A

8phc
P423l 8hrV~0!a40N,

wherea40596.9% is the40Ca abundance,l 850.44(4) mm
the length of the interaction region observed through the
aging aperture~measured along the laser beam directio!,
h50.15(3)% the netcollection efficiency of the detection
system atl5423 nm, r 51.43(2) a geometrical factor aris

a

r

-
a

FIG. 4. Calcium number density and oven temperature a
function of oven current.~a! Corrected photon count rate abov
background on the40Ca peak obtained from fitting 423 nm spect
with Voigt profiles, where the Lorentzian width was fixed at 4
MHz from a spectrum at 4.25 A oven current. The right-hand or
nate gives the calcium number density in the interaction reg
deduced from this fluorescence rate as described in the text, an
error bars refer to the number density. A quadratic regression fi
shown ~solid line!. At 3 A, the signal was so small that the lin
shape was poorly determined and the Gaussian width was also
for the fit. ~b! Estimated oven temperature based on the num
density in ~a!, with quadratic regression~solid line!. The dashed
lines indicate the temperature range implied by the 50% uncerta
assigned to the oven orifice areas51.0(5) mm2.
1-5
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LUCAS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 69, 012711 ~2004!
ing from the angular distribution of the fluorescence, a
V~0! the value of the fitted Voigt profile at line center~which
is normalized such that*0

`V(n2n0)dn51). The fitted val-
ues ofV~0! show a slight decrease with increasing oven c
rent, due to increasing inhomogeneous width as the temp
ture rises, but this is no greater than the;10% fitting
uncertainty, and for the purpose of Fig. 4~a! we use the av-
erage valueV(0)59.9(1.0) GHz21 so that the number den
sity N (m23)51.3(3)3106S ~s21! and it can be plotted on
the same ordinate.

For a small interaction region on the axis of the atom
beam, the number densityN in the interaction region is re
lated to that in the oven,N0 , by

N5
N0s

4pd2 ,

wheres is the area of the oven orifice andd the distance
from the orifice to the interaction region@@24#, Sec. 4.2#. In
our apparatus,d522(2) mm buts is not accurately known
However, since number density depends strongly on t
peratureT, we can make a reasonable estimate ofT by as-
suming thats51.0(5) mm2, the value suggested by ou
profile analysis. We then find a temperature that satisfiep
5N0kT and the known vapor pressure curvep5p(T) simul-
taneously@25#. This is shown in Fig. 4~b! and ranges be
tween about 500 K and 650 K. The temperature is useful
estimating the mean velocity along the beamv̄5ApkT/2M
for atoms of massM : v̄5433(4) m/s for 40Ca at T
5575(10) K.

D. Conclusion

With the 423 nm beam well aligned orthogonal to t
atomic beam, and the laser power set below saturation
observe a linewidth of 76 MHz~FWHM!, made up of
Lorentzian and Gaussian contributions of about 39 MHz a
52 MHz, respectively. This compares favorably with the is
tope shifts, Table I. We do not use these data to predict r
tive loading probabilities for the different isotopes, howev
since the collimation angle of the atomic beam for load
the trap is greater than that relevant to the 423 nm fluo
cence (l . l 8) and the Gaussian contribution to the linewid
will be correspondingly larger. A quantitative estimate of th
is difficult since the angular divergence depends on the s
of the oven orifice and the trap capture region, neither
which is accurately known. Instead, we investigate the ac
photoionization loading rate as a function of 423 nm det
ing, as described in the following section.

IV. PHOTOIONIZATION LOADING STUDIES

A. Expected form of photoionization cross section

Calculations@26# of the cross sectionQ for photoioniza-
tion from the 4s4p state suggest that, at 389 nm,Q lies in
the range 60–280 Mb (1 Mb510222 m2). The large range
results from the existence of an autoionizing resonance c
to the ionization threshold, whose wavelength is uncertain
;5 nm. Since the energy of the resonance is not well kno
01271
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we do not attempt to choose a particular laser wavelen
beyond ensuring that it is below the threshold required
ionization. The width of the resonance is certainly large co
pared to the laser linewidth, so there is no need for the la
to be carefully frequency stabilized.

The electric fields present in a Paul trap can allow ioni
tion to occur even for excitation slightly below the co
tinuum limit @3#. For the typical velocity estimated abov
atoms cross the photoionization laser beams in;0.2 ms and
all atoms are thus able to sample the extrema of the rf fi
~period 0.16ms!. The peak field varies across the trap, but
at most;105 V/m. A rough estimate@@27#, Sec. III.A.4# of
the effect of such a field on the ionization threshold may
made by assuming a hydrogenic potentialV(x)5
2e/4pe0x near the continuum and equating this to the p
tential (2eEx) of the electron in the external fieldE; the
result is that the ionization limit could be shifted at th
furthest to a wavelength of 391.3 nm. However, no sign
cant enhancement of the photoionization cross section is
pected by using wavelengths closer to this shifted ionizat
limit, even for monochromatic light, because the oscillato
electric field blurs out the discrete energy levels of the at
near the continuum and the average transition probabilit
no higher than that within the continuum@@28#, Sec. 18.6#.

B. Photoionization loading rate measurements

A typical photoionization loading curve is shown in Fig
5, where the fluorescence at 397 nm from cold40Ca1 ions in
the trap is plotted as a function of time after the photoion
ing lasers are switched on. As the size of the ion crys
grows, the fluorescence per ion increases due to the effe
rf micromotion for ions lying off axis, because they spe
time closer to resonance with the red-detuned 397 nm c
ing laser. However, for the range of crystal sizes in the
experiments, the fluorescence per ion is roughly constant
we use the final fluorescence level as a measure of the
number of ions loaded.~The fluorescence was calibrated a
ter a typical load by reducing the trap strength until the io
could be counted on the camera.! For each load, we wait a
few seconds after the photoionizing lasers are switched
to allow any hot ions to be cooled and to join the cryst
check that the ions are still crystalline using the camera,
then take the final number of ionsm divided by the duration
t of exposure to the photoionizing lasers as our measur
the loading rateR. We find that an errorAm/t is broadly
consistent with variations in the loading rate taken un
nominally identical conditions~see, for example, Fig. 6!.

We have studied the loading rate as a function of
powerP423 and detuningD423 of the 423 nm laser, and of th
powerP389 of the 389 nm laser. This was done at fixed ov
current, to keep the atomic number density as constan
possible. For each measurement, the 397 nm fluoresc
was allowed to increase to a level representing about
trapped ions, whereupon the photoionizing lasers w
blocked. In practice, the number of ions loaded varied
tween 22~2! and 63~5!; the length of photoionizing exposur
was between 2 s and 600 s.
1-6
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Figure 6 shows the dependence of loading rate on 423
power and detuning. Note that the loading rate could in p
ciple saturate at a different power level from the 423 n
fluorescence studied above, since photoionization is lim
by the width of the 389 nm beam@the lifetime of the
4s4p 1P1 level, 4.49~4! ns, is much shorter than the time a
atom spends in the laser beams,;0.2 ms#, whereas the fluo-
rescence collected is limited by the imaging aperture. N
ertheless, we observe that the loading rate also starts to
rate above a power ofP423;10mW due to saturation of the
upper state population. Given the power available in the
nm laser, the maximum loading rate could be made perh
an order of magnitude larger by increasing the spot siz
the trap to 1 mm; spot sizes much larger than this, howe
would start to reduce the isotope selectivity because of
increasing atomic beam divergence angle.

The loading rate as a function ofD423 is of critical impor-
tance for isotope-selective loading. We expect the dep
dence to be modeled by a Voigt profile with similar Loren
zian width to that of the 423 nm fluorescence spectrum,
different Gaussian width because of the different atom
beam collimation angles for fluorescence detection and
loading. The Lorentzian and Gaussian widths are not w
determined if they are both floated, due to the noise in
data, so we fix the Lorentzian width at 39 MHz, from th

FIG. 5. Typical photoionization loading fluorescence curve. T
423 nm and 389 nm photoionizing lasers are switched on att50
and off att5216 s~dotted line!. The 397 nm and 866 nm coolin
lasers illuminate the ions continuously. Background counts du
scattered 397 nm light and~during the loading! 423 nm fluores-
cence and 389 nm light have been subtracted from the PMT sig
The step in 397 nm fluorescence when the first cold ion appea
arrowed. The large steps in the fluorescence are typical and
result from the details of the cooling dynamics as the numbe
ions in the trap increases. The dashed line indicates the final
rescence level, which corresponds to 36~3! ions; the average load
ing rate of 0.17~3! ion/s is obtained by dividing this by the time fo
which the photoionizing lasers are switched on. The conditi
were as follows: oven current 4.25 A,P423;6 mW, D423

50(5) MHz, P38950.93(9) mW, D3975268(10) MHz.
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fluorescence spectrum in Fig. 2, and find a fitted Gauss
width of 71 MHz. This Gaussian width is consistent with
beam collimation angle defined by the electrodes and
oven orifice of size;1 mm. The consequent isotope sele
tivity expected is discussed in Sec. V A.

In contrast to the 423 nm bound-bound transition, no sa
ration effect is expected for the 389 nm bound-free ioniz
transition, and this is verified for the 389 nm powers we c
attain~Fig. 7!: the dependence of the loading rate onP389 is
linear over two orders of magnitude. Significantly, there is
change in efficiency whether the 389 nm laser is runn
above or below lasing threshold, despite the fact that
spectral width is expected to be about five orders of mag
tude larger~;3 nm! below threshold. This implies a wea
dependence on wavelength of the photoionization cross
tion in this region.

C. Absolute photoionization efficiency

We can deduce a lower limit for the photoionization cro
section from the loading rate under conditions of near sa

e
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FIG. 6. ~a! Photoionization loading rate as a function of 423 n
laser power, with oven current 4.25 A,D42350(10) MHz, P389

50.93(9) mW, D3975280(20) MHz. The loading rate starts t
saturate forP423*10mW. The curve is drawn to guide the eye.~b!
Loading rate versus 423 nm detuning, with oven current 4.25
P423;6 mW, P389580(8) mW, D3975297(10) MHz. A Voigt
profile ~solid line! is fitted to the data; the frequency offset, amp
tude, and Gaussian width were floated while the Lorentzian wi
was fixed at 39 MHz from the fit in Fig. 2. The FWHM of the fitte
curve is 94 MHz. The frequency origin is taken from the fitte
offset of a 423 nm fluorescence spectrum taken during the s
run; the fitted profile here shows a blueshift of 12 MHz whi
probably results from the slightly different collimation geomet
relevant to loading.
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ration on the 423 nm transition, when we expect that nea
half the atoms are in the 4s4p 1P1 upper level ~at least
across that part of the 423 nm beam which overlaps the
nm beam!. From the definition of the photoionization cros
sectionQ, the number of atoms ionized per unit time is

R5 1
2 a40NQlP389/«,

where l 51.7(1) mm is the length of the interaction regio

defined by the trap electrodes, (1
2a40N) the number density o

40Ca atoms in the 4s4p 1P1 level, P389 the 389 nm laser
power, and« the 389 nm photon energy.

To minimize uncertainty in the number density due
variations in oven conditions,N was determined shortly be
fore measuring the loading rate and found to be 1.7
31011 m23. At maximum 423 nm power, the estimated i
tensity at the center of the laser beam was 14(4)I sat which,
for uD423u,10 MHz, givesn4s4p.0.48(1) within the half-
intensity radius of the beam@Eq. ~1!#, justifying the assump-
tion of saturation. The loading rate was measured to bR
54.9(9) ion/s withP38951.1(1) mW, giving a cross sec-
tion Q5170(60) Mb. This is a lower limit since it assume
that every ion produced is trapped and that the capture re
of the trap extends across the full width of the atomic be
as far as the rf electrodes, but it lies in the anticipated ra
~Sec. IV A!.

Alternatively, the loading rate can be expressed in ter
of the probabilityq per atom of being ionized~and trapped!
as it crosses the interaction region:

R5 1
2 a40Nqlw2/t,

where w2 is the cross-sectional area of the 389 nm be
~which limits the extent of the interaction region!, and t
'w/v is the time an atom of velocityv spends in the inter-
action region. For the conditions above and the laser be
size w'0.1 mm, we havet'0.2ms and findq'831027.
The maximumq we observed~with maximum powers in

FIG. 7. Photoionization loading rate as a function of 389 n
laser power, with oven current 4.25 A,P423;6 mW, D423

50(5) MHz, D3975268(10) MHz. No significant difference in
efficiency is observed even when the laser is well below las
threshold~vertical dashed line!, indicating that the photoionization
cross section is independent of the spectral width of the lase
straight line (y}x) is fitted to the data. The single measureme
with the ultraviolet LED in place of the 389 nm laser is also i
cluded~see Sec. IV D!.
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both the photoionizing lasers! was q'431025, and by
eliminating the optical fiber and using the maximum ava
able 389 nm power;2 mW, we would in principle be able to
obtain a maximumq'1023, i.e., one in 1000 atoms crossin
the interaction region would be loaded.

D. Loading using an ultraviolet light-emitting diode

The observation that the 389 nm laser is able to photoi
ize atoms just as efficiently below lasing threshold led us
experiment with an alternative light source for the seco
step of the photoionization, an ultraviolet light-emitting d
ode~LED!. The device tested was a Nichia NSHU590 diod
with nominal output power 500mW, peak wavelength 375
nm, and spectral width 12 nm. The chief advantages of
device are that it is about three orders of magnitude chea
than a wavelength-selected ultraviolet laser diode, and d
not require temperature and current stabilization. Measu
ments with a grating spectrograph indicated that the p
wavelength was in fact between 375 nm and 390 nm,
pending which part of the emission region was focused
the spectrograph slit, and the spectral width was;25 nm;
however, at least half of the spectral intensity lies in t
range l,389.8 nm useful for photoionization. The ma
drawback of the LED is its extended emission region: it
difficult to focus a large fraction of the power into a regio
smaller than a few millimeters, unlike a laser beam.

When we first tested the LED in place of the 389 nm la
we were surprised to find that it was capable of loading io
into the trap while the 423 nm laser was blocked and
oven was switched off. A small number of40Ca1 ions were
loaded, together with several ‘‘dark’’ ions; at the same tim
we noticed that the stray dc electric field in the trap chang
by ;10%, drifting gradually back to its former value over
period of an hour or so. Our interpretation is that the la
~;5 mm! patch of light from the LED was irradiating the r
electrodes, ablating and photoionizing calcium and ot
ions from the surface where they had previously been dep
ited by the atomic beam. Photoelectric emission could
responsible for charging insulating patches on the electro
causing the stray field to change temporarily before
charge leaks away~the photoelectric cutoff wavelength fo
calcium is 433 nm!. Surface ablation is a well-known
method of loading ion traps@29#, although it is perhaps sur
prising at the low light intensities involved here.

To avoid this problem, we imaged the LED onto a 2
mm pinhole, which was reimaged at approximately 1:1 ma
nification into the trap region, and overlapped with the 4
nm beam. This eliminated loading of non-40Ca1 ions and
effects on the stray field, but only 0.32~3! mW of ultraviolet
power was then available at the trap. The loading rate un
these conditions, 0.06~1! ion/s, is plotted in Fig. 7 and is
similar to that expected with comparable 389 nm la
power. This rate is not sufficient for loading the rarer is
topes, where it is necessary to beat losses due to ch
exchange~Sec. V B!, but is perfectly adequate for loadin
small crystals of40Ca1. We note that high-power~;150
mW! ultraviolet LEDs are also available, although their co
approaches that of a laser diode.
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V. ISOTOPE-SELECTIVE LOADING

A. Expected selectivity

From the data in Fig. 6~b! we expect good isotope sele
tivity, because the net FWHM, 94 MHz, is small compar
with the isotope shifts in the 423 nm transition. This d
crimination has to be set against the very low abundanc
some isotopes. In Fig. 8 we plot the calculated probability
loading the different isotopes as a function of detuningD423,
based on the fitted Voigt profile in Fig. 6~b!. We regard the
loading as ‘‘isotope selective’’ for those isotopes where th
exists a detuning at which one is more likely to load t
desired isotope than any other; it can be seen from Fig. 8
this is the case for all isotopes except43Ca1 and46Ca1. The
most demanding case is46Ca1, where the maximum achiev
able loading probability, relative to the total loading pro
ability, is only 6.0%. The relative probability of loadin
43Ca1 is also plotted in the figure: it reaches a maximum
21% at a detuning of 0.623 GHz. This compares with a t
oretical maximum of 33% which would be possible with
Lorentzian width equal to the natural linewidth and neg
gible Gaussian width; thus not a great deal would be gai
by efforts to further collimate the atomic beam.

The detunings of the Doppler-cooling lasers also aff
the selectivity, due to the isotope shifts in the ionic tran
tions ~Table I!. For example, to cool42Ca1 efficiently, the
397 nm laser needs to be detuned;350 MHz to the blue of
the 40Ca1 transition, which will tend to heat40Ca1 ions and

FIG. 8. Probability of loading different calcium isotopes as
function of detuning of the 423 nm laser, normalized to 1 for40Ca1

at zero detuning. The curves are generated using Voigt profiles
the same width parameters as the fit in Fig. 6~b! ~except that the
Gaussian width is adjusted to take account of the different isoto
masses!. The dashed curves for the even isotopes, and the s
curve for 43Ca1 ~the three hyperfine components have be
summed!, are labeled by the mass numbers. The thick solid curv
the sum of the contributions from all the isotopes. The detac
solid curve gives the probability of loading43Ca1 relative to the
total loading probability at the same detuning, plotted in the reg
where this quantity is greater than 0.05.
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expel them from the trap, thus enhancing the selectivity.

B. Charge-exchange loss

It is possible for an ionXCa1 which has been loaded int
the trap to undergo charge exchange with a neutral atom
the atomic beam; since the overwhelming probability is t
the neutral atom is40Ca the process is usually

XCa1140Ca→XCa140Ca1,

and the original ion in the trap is replaced by40Ca1. The
charge-exchange rate is proportional to the number densi
the atomic beam. This process is a limitation for loadi
more than one ion of a rare isotope: if the loss rate throu
charge exchange exceeds the loading rate, then rare ion
ready trapped are replaced by40Ca1 faster than subsequen
ones can be loaded. If the charge-exchange rate is s
ciently fast, then rare ions will not even be cooled befo
they are replaced, and the trap will fill up with40Ca1 before
any fluorescence signal from the rare ions is seen.

In practice we find that, providing one is not attempting
load large crystals, charge exchange is only a limitation
the rarest isotope46Ca1. For the typical loading parameter
used for loading43Ca1, for example, the loading rate is;1
ion/s while the lifetime against loss due to charge excha
is ;1 min. 46Ca1 is about 30 times less abundant, so w
expect the loss rate to approach the loading rate under
same conditions.

We note that the charge-exchange process was use
Mortensenet al. @2# to demonstrate isotope-selective loa
ing, but that they were not attempting to retain and to las
cool the different isotopes; instead they relied on charge
change to replace every isotope by40Ca1 and used the
resulting 40Ca1 fluorescence as a measure of the origin
load size.

C. Even isotopes

Loading one of the even isotopes consists of choosing
423 nm detuning for maximum selectivity and setting t
appropriate detunings of the 397 nm and 866 nm lasers u
for Doppler cooling. After loading, we can check for th
presence of other isotopes by looking for fluorescence us
different detunings of the cooling lasers~the lasers are
blocked while the detunings are changed, to avoid poss
heating!. Phase-sensitive detection with a chopped 866
beam can be used to detect very small fluorescence sig
above scattered 397 nm background light.

As expected from Fig. 8 we can load small, pure cryst
of 44Ca1 and48Ca1 ~and of course40Ca1) without difficulty.
Predicted peak loading probabilities of44Ca1 and 48Ca1 are
94% and 85%, respectively. Practical loading rates can
achieved in spite of the small abundances by using maxim
389 nm power~;100 mW! and by increasing the oven cu
rent. We concentrate here on the more challenging case
42Ca1 ~which lies closest to40Ca1) and 46Ca1 ~which is
extremely rare!.

The maximum expected probability of loading42Ca1 is
58%, at a detuningD42350.394 GHz, with40Ca1 by far the
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LUCAS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 69, 012711 ~2004!
dominant impurity. However, when we loaded using this d
tuning, we obtained a crystal consisting of;19 42Ca1 ions
and only;5 40Ca1 ions, i.e., a loading efficiency of abou
80%. We attribute this to the mechanism mentioned abo
that the 397 nm laser was blue-detuned from the40Ca1 tran-
sition by about 350 MHz, thus tending to heat this spec
and expel it from the trap; the40Ca1 ions are only cooled
sympathetically by the42Ca1 @30#. This mixed-species crys
tal also illustrates the typical charge-exchange rates: a
;20 min, with the photoionizing lasers blocked but the ov
left on at 4.25 A, the number of40Ca1 ions had increased to
;18 and there was only a very low signal visible at t
42Ca1 detunings; after a further 30 min, there was no dete
able signal from42Ca1. This indicates that the lifetime~per
ion! against loss by charge exchange is;17 min, for a num-
ber density in the atomic beam of9(2)31010 m23. The lim-
ited isotope selectivity achievable could be overcome by
lective heating methods@13,14# to obtain a pure crystal o
42Ca1.

The 0.004% abundant46Ca1 is the most difficult isotope
to load, with an expected peak loading probability of 6.0
~neglecting enhancement by heating as observed for42Ca1).
To achieve the maximum photoionization rate without exc
sive saturation broadening of the 423 nm transition, we
P423;180mW; we used maximum 389 nm power~;100
mW! and increased the oven current to 5.0 A. Using
measured loading rates for40Ca1 and the number densit
data we expect a46Ca1 loading rate of;0.1 ion/s, with a
sacrifice of a factor;3 in selectivity because of the high 42
nm power. Under these conditions, a fluorescence signal
detected after;17 s of exposure to the photoionizing lase
The oven was switched off immediately to prevent cha
exchange. The ions could not be made to crystallize, h
ever, indicating that too many impurity ions were present
be cooled sympathetically by the46Ca1. We therefore ap-
plied a ‘‘tickle’’ voltage to one of the trap end caps, close
the axial resonance frequency, which is less likely to ex
the directly cooled46Ca1 than other isotopes. Crystallizatio
was then observed, Fig. 9, and camera images implied
the crystal consisted of a single46Ca1 ion and several impu-
rity ions ~most probably40Ca1). The observed isotope shi
in the 866 nm transition was26.4~2! GHz; although this
particular shift has not been measured before, it is in ag
ment with that expected~Table I! and thus confirms the iden
tity of the ion.

D. Odd isotope

The laser requirements for Doppler-cooling43Ca1 are
more demanding than for the even isotopes because o
hyperfine structure, Fig. 1~b!. In particular, a separate re
pumper is necessary on one of the ultraviolet transitions
cause of the large~3.2 GHz! hyperfine splitting between th
S1/2

3 andS1/2
4 levels ~where the superscript denotesF!.

We choose the 393 nmS1/2
4 ↔P3/2

5 transition for cooling,
both because it is an intrinsically strongF↔F11 transition
and because~thanks to the inverted hyperfine structure! it is
blue-detuned from theS1/2↔P3/2 transitions inall the even
isotopes~inset of Fig. 1!. This second fact means that an
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other isotopes that are loaded will tend to be heated. Furt
more, this transition is nearly cycling~apart from the;6%
decay route to theD levels and off-resonant driving of th
160 MHz–detunedS1/2

4 ↔P3/2
4 component!, so that the sec-

ond ultraviolet laser needed for repumping out of theS1/2
3

level can still repump efficiently at low intensities: this is a
advantage since it is necessarily red detuned relative to
even isotopes and can thus cool them. We choose to use
397 nmS1/2

3 ↔P1/2
4 transition for this repumping.

Repumping from theD3/2 and D5/2 manifolds is accom-
plished with the 850 nm and 854 nm lasers, respectively:
high intensities available in these beams mean that they
repump adequately in spite of the hyperfine structure, wh
spans;400 MHz in each transition.

To load we set the appropriate detunings of these f
lasers relative to40Ca1 and setD423'600 MHz. The 423 nm
power is typically;10 mW, to avoid saturation broadening
and the 389 nm power maximized~;100 mW! for fastest
loading. Under these conditions and with an oven curren
5.0 A, the loading rate is;1 ion/s and the lifetime agains
loss through charge exchange;1 min. This gives time to
detect a single ion of43Ca1 and switch the oven off before i
is replaced by one of40Ca1. With this procedure, we can
reliably load single ions of43Ca1 and only rarely find that
we have loaded40Ca1 as well; this indicates that we achiev
significant enhancement over the estimated maximum lo

FIG. 9. Fluorescence signal from a single46Ca1 ion, trapped in
the company of several ‘‘dark’’ ions~probably40Ca1), as a function
of 397 nm detuning relative to40Ca1. Three scans were averaged
produce the plot. The high-frequency ‘‘edge’’ in the fluorescen
curve, characteristic of scanning past the resonant frequency,
been assigned the known isotope shift of 1287 MHz. The first dip
the fluorescence~arrowed! is the point at which the ions crystallize
and the single46Ca1 ion becomes visible on the camera~inset!. The
second dip, at;1200 MHz, is probably due to a two-photon da
resonance between the 866 nm and 397 nm transitions@31#. The
crystallization dip, and the movement of the single46Ca1 ion be-
tween discrete positions in the trap after heating and recrystal
tion, indicate the presence of other ions.
1-10
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ISOTOPE-SELECTIVE PHOTOIONIZATION FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 69, 012711 ~2004!
ing probability of only 21%, presumably because40Ca1 ions
are heated by the 393 nm laser and expelled from the t
The maximum fluorescence rate detected from a sin
43Ca1 ion was 23 000 s21, compared with typically 32 000
s21 for 40Ca1 ~a reduction attributable to less efficient r
pumping from theD states!.

To confirm the identity of the first single ion we loaded b
this method, we scanned the frequency of the 397 nm
pumper: at low intensity, the two hyperfine compone
S1/2

3 ↔P1/2
4 and S1/2

3 ↔P1/2
3 are well resolved, Fig. 10, an

have the expected separation. As a further check, the a
resonance frequency was measured and compared with
of 40Ca1, giving a mass number of 42.8~2!.

If the photoionizing lasers and oven are left on for long
we find that we load crystals containing about 50%43Ca1

and 50%40Ca1. This may occur either because of char
exchange, or because once43Ca1 is trapped and cooled, i
can cool40Ca1 sympathetically in spite of the heating effe
of the 393 nm laser. We discovered that it was possible
purify such mixed crystals by temporarily blocking the 3
nm ultraviolet repumper; when this laser is blocked a sm
fluorescence signal is still visible from43Ca1 ~because of
off-resonant repumping onS1/2

3 ↔P3/2
2;3;4 by the 3 GHz–

detuned 393 nm laser! but there is no longer any laser c
pable of cooling40Ca1 directly. We assist the40Ca1 heating

FIG. 10. Fluorescence signal from a single43Ca1 ion as the
frequency of the 397 nm ultraviolet repumping laser is scanned.
397 nm intensity was reduced to;0.2 mW/mm2 for this scan, to
reduce the widths of the peaks. A double Lorentzian is fitted to
data: the separation between the two components is 582~6! MHz
~where a 1% error is allowed in deducing the frequency scale f
a confocal cavity of 300 MHz free spectral range!, in excellent
agreement with the known hyperfine splitting in theP1/2 level of
581 MHz. TheS1/2

3 ↔P1/2
4 component has been assigned the kno

shift of 21381 MHz relative to40Ca1. Inset: A pure crystal of nine
43Ca1 ions, loaded using periodic blocking of the 397 nm repum
to remove even-isotope impurity ions, as described in the text.
separation between the closest ions is 13~1! mm.
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by switching on the 866 nm repumper, tuned to be reson
with the 40Ca1 transition. One might expect the Coulom
coupling between the different species to make this purifi
tion process rather inefficient, but we found, on the contra
that it always seems successful at removing the40Ca1 ions
without loss of any43Ca1. For example, a mixed crysta
consisting of three43Ca1 ions and eight40Ca1 ions was
purified completely by blocking the 397 nm repumper f
;8 s. The technique can also be applied during loading: w
the oven and photoionizing lasers on, we watch the43Ca1

ions being loaded on the camera and, as soon as the
evidence of ‘‘dark ions’’ in the trap, block the 397 nm re
pumper for a few seconds to purify the crystal, then unblo
it to continue loading. In this way, pure43Ca1 crystals of
arbitrary size can be loaded; the inset of Fig. 10 show
nine-ion linear crystal.

VI. PHOTOIONIZATION AND ELECTRON
BOMBARDMENT COMPARED

The limitations of electron bombardment ionization a
discussed in@3#. A significant problem in our apparatus wa
the effect of firing the electron gun on the stray electric fie
in the trap. After loading, the static field necessary to co
pensate the micromotion of the ions was found to de
exponentially with a time constant;6 h. For the typical load
shown in Fig. 11~a! the vertical stray field would not hav
been stable to the 1 V/m resolution of our compensat
method until;28 h after the trap was loaded. We ascribe t
drift to charge on insulating parts of the trap structure wh
decays with time, and have not observed this systematic
cay after photoionization loading. On longer time scales,
tween loads, we observed that the vertical stray field chan
by up to;200 V/m; this is compared with recent photoio
ization compensation data in Fig. 11~b!. The cause of these
long-term changes in the stray field could have been chan
in the distribution of material deposited on the trap ele
trodes when the oven or electron gun was fired: calci
deposited on the stainless steel rf electrodes could give
to static fields of this magnitude, due to the difference
work functions between these two metals.

This highlights a further issue: based on the work of t
NIST Ion Storage group, we expect that material depos
onto the trap electrodes from the oven and/or electron
will contribute significantly to motional heating of trappe
ions in the sub-Doppler cooling regime relevant to quant
logic experiments@4,32#. The estimates of calcium numbe
density and temperature in the atomic beam given in S
III C above imply a flux of;43109 (atom/s)/mm2 on a
surface normal to the atomic beam, at the 6 A oven curr
which was necessary for loading the trap using electron b
bardment. For the same loading rate, this can be reduce
over four orders of magnitude using photoionization. F
thermore, the same photoionization loading rate can be m
tained even when using a well-collimated atomic beam
signed to prevent deposition of atoms on the trap structu

With maximum power in both photoionizing lasers, w
measured a loading rate of 1.6~2! ion/s at an oven current o
3.25 A. This compares with an electron bombardment lo
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ing rate of;1 ion/s at an oven current of 6.0 A. Extrapola
ing the number density data of Fig. 4~a! to 6.0 A oven current
indicates that photoionization is a factor of;104 times more
efficient than our electron bombardment ionization setup
further two orders of magnitude enhancement of the load
efficiency in this apparatus would be available by~i! increas-
ing the spot sizes of the photoionizing lasers to reduce s
ration effects on the 423 nm transition and~ii ! eliminating
the optical fiber in the 389 nm beam. We note, however, t
the per atom efficiency of photoionization trap loading c
be approached by techniques of surface ionization@33#.

The photoionization method overcomes the limitations
electron bombardment ionization: the species and isotope
lectivity ensure that unwanted ions are not trapped, and
thermore allow studies of rare isotopes without enrich
sources; there is negligible effect due to the loading on

FIG. 11. ~a! Drift of the stray field versus time after loading wit
electron bombardment ionization. The magnitude of the vert
field required to compensate horizontal ion micromotion is plott
The micromotion compensation here was performed by minimiz
the width of theS1/2↔P1/2 spectrum; we assign an error of63
V/m. An exponential decay function is fitted to the data~solid line!;
this has time constant 6.3~7! h and amplitude 88~4! V/m. No such
drift is visible after loading by photoionization, at the 1 V/m leve
~b! Variation of the steady-state stray field versus time, over
course of nearly a year for electron bombardment loading~squares,
left! and over the course of 45 days for photoionization load
~circles, right!. Each point is taken from a different load. For th
electron bombardment data the error bar represents the estim
additional drift possible after the final compensation measurem
For the photoionization data, the estimated error in compensa
the stray field is 1 V/m; the standard deviation of the data set is
V/m, indicating some residual systematic variation~which may be
due to the remaining atomic beam flux, or mechanical variation
the trap geometry over time!.
01271
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stray fields~at the level of;1 V/m in this trap!; it works
well irrespective of radial trap strength@3#, so that compen-
sation of stray fields for different trap conditions is unnec
sary; the high efficiency of photoionization means that
flux of the atomic beam can be attenuated by many order
magnitude, which immensely reduces problems associ
with deposition of material on the trap structure. These
vantages must be weighed against the complexities of
additional lasers, compared with an electron gun inside
vacuum system.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented quantitative studies of photoioniza
ion-trap loading for calcium ions, using the fluorescen
from the neutral atoms to estimate the absolute efficiency
this process. We find that, in our trap, this loading method
around four orders of magnitude more efficient than conv
tional electron impact ionization, comparably to the resu
of Gulde et al. @3#, and does not give rise to stray electr
fields. We have shown that the setup of Guldeet al. may be
further simplified by eliminating frequency stabilization fo
the 389 nm laser and, if high loading rates are not requir
by replacing this laser with a light-emitting diode. We ha
optimized the photoionization procedure for the purposes
isotope selection, demonstrating trapping of all the natura
occurring isotopes from a natural abundance source.

The odd isotope43Ca1 is of particular interest for experi
ments in quantum information processing and optical f
quency standards, and we have demonstrated the abilit
load pure crystals of this ion. We note, however, that
enriched source would still be advantageous for work w
this isotope, since it would reduce any remaining deposit
of material from the atomic beam on the trap electrodes
the minimum possible. An interesting feature of photoioniz
tion compared with electron bombardment ionization is t
the laser beams allow it to be spatially selective: this co
be useful for loading specific traps in proposed quant
computing architectures involving microtrap arrays@34#. The
spatial selectivity could be extended to three dimensions
crossing the 423 nm and 389 nm beams. The isotope se
tivity would also be invaluable for loading ‘‘refrigerator’
ions @35# in schemes where continuous cooling is provid
by one isotope, while quantum logic operations are carr
out using another isotope: following the estimate in@29#, the
decoherence rate due to off-resonant photon scattering,
43Ca1 qubit being cooled sympathetically by a42Ca1 refrig-
erator ion is;0.1/s for a trap with a heating rate of 103

motional quanta per second@4#.
Finally, in comparison with the work of Mortensenet al.,

it is clear that the 272 nm 4s2 1S0↔4s5p 1P1 transition is
much more favorable for isotope-selective ionization of c
cium than the 423 nm transition used in this work, since
possesses a narrower natural width, 8.5~5! MHz @17#, and
isotope shifts about a factor of 2 larger@2#. However, this
scheme requires a significantly more complex laser sou
than the blue diode laser used here and is somewhat
efficient since it involves excitation deeper into the co
tinuum. An unfortunate circumstance at the time of writing
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the unavailability of further diodes at 423 nm from Nich
Corporation but we are optimistic that, with blue laser diod
under development by several other manufacturers and
search laboratories, the situation will improve.
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